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1. Introduction 
In [3], we studied the joint Weyl spectrum for a commuting pair. In this paper 
we shall show that the Weyl theorem holds for a commuting pair of normal ope-
rators. 
Let if be a complex Hilbert space with the scalar product ( , ) and the norm 
|| • ||. Let B(H) be the algebra of all bounded linear operators on H and C(H) the 
algebra of all compact operators in B(H). 
Defini t ion 1. Let T=(TltT^c:B(H) be a commuting pair. Taylor joint 
spectrum a(T) of T is defined by a(T)={z=(z1, z2)£C2: a(T—z) is not invert-
ibleon H@H), where 
Defini t ion 2. Let T=(T1,T2)<zB(H) be a commuting pair. The joint Weyl 
spectrum w(T) of T is defined by 
to(T) = n{<x(r+C): C = (Cl5 Cy c C(H) and T+C = (7I+C,, T2+CJ 
is a commuting pair}. 
z=(z1,z2) in C2 is said to be joint eigenvalue of T=(Tl, T2) if there exists 
a non-zero vector x such that 
Ttx = z,x (i = 1,2). 
ot(T) is .the set of joint eigenvalues of T. 
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z=(z1,z2) in C2 is said to be joint residual eigenvalue of T=(T1,T2) if 
there exists a non-zero vector x such that 
T f x = ztx (/ == 1, 2). 
cr(T) is the set of joint residual eigenvalues of T. 
For a commuting pair T=(Ti,T2), opf(T) is the set of joint eigenvalues of 
finite multiplicity, arf(T) is the set of joint residual eigenvalues of finite multiplicity, 
<jpfi(T) is the set of isolated points in a(T) which are joint eigenvalues of finite 
multiplicity and arfi(T) is the set of isolated points in a{T) which are joint residual 
eigenvalues of finite multiplicity. 
For any operator S on H, we denote by N(S) the null space of S. 
2. Theorem 
Theorem A (VASILESCU [6]). For a commutating pair T=(T1, T2), a(T) is 
invertible if and only if 
is invertible on H®H. 
Theorem B (CHO and TAKAGUCHI [3]). For a commuting pair T= (7^, T2), 
o{T)-a>{T)aap(T)UGr{T). 
Lemma 1. Let T— (71, T2) be a commuting pair. Then 
a{T)-apf(T)[}arf(T) c w(T). 
Proof. Let z=(z1 ;z2) be a joint eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. Let C = 
=(Cj , C2) be in C(H) such that T+C^^+C^, T2+C2) ,is a commuting pair. 
For a infinite orthonormal sequence {x„} in (x: Tix=zix ( i=l , 2)}, we may assume 
that there exist vectors yt and y2 such that lim Cixn=yi (i= 1, 2). If 
PK + > ~ \T2+.C2-z2 (Tl+C^ZJ*) 
is invertible, then 
li m(xn®0) = p(T+C-z)~1(yi®yid. 
It is a contradiction to the choice of {*„}. So it follows, by Theorem A, that z£co(T). 
Let z=(zlt z2) be a joint residual eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. Then for 
an infinite orthonormal sequence {*„} in 
{x-.Ttx = ZiX ( /=1 ,2)} , 
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we, may assume that there exist vectors yt and y2 such that 
limC?*,, = у,- ( /=1 ,2 ) . 
If P(T+C-Z) is invertible, then 
lim (0©x„) = ^ ( r + C - z r H - ^ e ^ -
It is a contradiction. So it follows that гСю(Г). 
So the proof is complete by Theorem B. 
Next following Baxley we consider the following condition If {z„} is an 
infinite sequence of distinct points in apf(T)\Jarf(T) and {x„} is any sequence of 
corresponding normalized joint eigenvectors, then the sequence {x„} does not con-
verge. 
Lemma 2. If a commuting pair T=(TX, T2) satisfies then 
o{T)-(opfi{T)\JarIi(Tj) с a>(T). 
Proof. We have the identity 
<j(T)-{<jpfi{T)\Jorfi(T)) = 
, (a (T) - (apf (T) U arf (T))) U ((apf (T) U arf (T)) - (<rpfi (T) U arfl (T))). 
So, by the above lemma, it will be sufficient to prove that z=(zx,z2) is in 
(<тр/(T)Uarf (T))-(<rpfi(T)U.ffr/i(T)) and not in the closure of (c7(r)-(<7p/(T)U 
arf(T))), then z is in a(T+C) for every C=(C l 5 C2) such that T+C=(T1+C1, 
T2+C2) is a commuting pair. 
Assume that z is in (apf(T)Uarf{T))-(apfi(T)Uorfi(T)). Then there; exist 
z„=(zj, z£) (n = l, 2,...) in TPS(T) or in <7RF(T) such that z„^zm (N^M) and 
lim zn-=z. Suppose that the z'ns are in <jpf(T), then we can consider a sequence 
{*„} of unit vectors such that 7]x„=z"x„ (i = l, 2) for every n. Of course, we can 
suppose, without loss of generality, that there exist vectors уг and y2 such that 
lim С(х„=у, (г = 1,2). If, for T+C—z = (T1+C1—zl, T2+C2-z2), p(T+C-z) 
is invertible, then 
• lim(x„©0) = P(T+C-z)-1(y1®y2).' 
It is a contradiction to the condition So it follows that гбш(Г). ; -
When {z„} is in ARF(T), then we can prove that z belongs to OJ(T) in a. similar 
way (see the proof of the lemma above). 
So the proof is complete. 
Next we shall show that the Weyl theorem holds for a commuting pair of 
normal operators. We need the following theorem. An easy computation shows that 
the theorem holds: i ' 
Theorem C. Let T=(T1,T2) be a commuting pair of normal operators. Then 
a(T) is invertible if and only if Т*Тг+Т*Т2 is invertible. ...... 
12 
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Theorem. Let T=(T1,T2) be a commuting pair of normal operators. Theft 
the Weyl theorem holds, that is, 
a(T)-apfi(T) = co(T). 
Proof. Since T=(T1,T2) is a commuting pair of normal operators, T satisfies 
the condition ^ . So, by Lemma 2, it suffices to prove that 
a(T)-ap/i(T) 3 <o(T). 
Let us consider a point in opii(T). We may assume without loss of generality 
that this is (0,0). We define N=N(T*T1+T2T2), then dim(A0<°°. Let P denote 
the orthogonal projection of H onto N. Then P is a compact operator and TtP= 
=PT,=0 (/=1,2). Hence 
T+Q = (7i+(l//2)P, T2+(l/Y2)P) 
is a commuting pair of normal operators. Since (0, 0) is an isolated point of a(T), 
so using Theorem C for Tx—zx and T2—z2 in place of Tx and T2, respectively, by 
continuity arguments we obtain that 0 is an isolated point in the spectrum of T*Tt + 
+T*T2. It follows that 
(r1+(i//2)p)*(r1+(i/^)p)+(7;+(i/y5)p)*(r,+(i/y2)p) = t t t . + t ^ t . + p 
is invertible. So, by Theorem C, (0, 0)$o(T+Q) and thus (0, 0Hco(T). 
So the proof is complete. 
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